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Abstract. Solid theoretical foundation of object-oriented paradigm have been de-
veloped for both functional and imperative programming languages. Although type
theory contains functional programming language and offers rich specification and
reasoning capabilities the similar foundation is not so evident despite the presence
of flavor of object orientation in many other formal methods.
The idea of the present work is straightforward. Object type consists of object’s
interface signature specification and accompanied specification in form of logical
proposition. An object value is a collection of operations working on an internal
state and a proof of correctness of the implementation. In this manner, certain
principles of object-orientation can be also applied to accompanied proofs, namely
inheritance, late binding, and encapsulation.
Paper introduces a new calculus that features object notion as a primitive con-
struction allowing for quite simple presentation. Object type constructor combines
existential and recursive types akin to Self type of Abadi and Cardelli. To simplify
the presentation and to avoid introducing general fixed point constructor a special
sort of expressions is introduced – boxed expressions. A boxed expression is an ex-
pression annotated with a variable that with suitable defined substitution operation
allows us to encode a restricted form of self application and positive methods.
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ACM CCS Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.2.4 [Software/Program
Verification]: Correctness proofs; D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Con-
structs and Features; F.3.1 [Logics and Meanings of Programs]: Specifying and
Verifying and Reasoning about Programs; F.3.3 [Studies of Program Constructs]:
Type structure; F.4.1 [Mathematical Logic and Formal Languages]: Proof theory.

1. Introduction

Pragmatic application of formal methods requires the ability to tackle large
specifications. Many formal tools feature powerful structuring techniques
including object-oriented ones that simplifies a problem by decomposing it
into abstract data types, modules, or objects.
Studying formal foundation of object-oriented programming languages has
deserved much attention and led to development of various formal calculi
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(e.g. Hofmann and Pierce [1992], Fisher et al. [1994], Pierce and Turner
[1994], Abadi and Cardelli [1996], Crary [1999]). Significantly less such
results are available for type theory as this formal system relies on very
strict meta-theoretical properties that are often incompatible with usual
properties of most object calculi. The present work attempts to develop a
calculus of type theory that incorporates constructor for abstract data types
that feature notion of encapsulation, inheritance, positive self methods, and
late binding. It allows to exploit object-oriented structuring mechanism for
specification and verification in the form of weak specifications in formal
system of type theory. A complete specification consists of object signature
and companion proposition stating the required properties. Objects are
supplied with proofs of the correctness of their implementations that allows
applying inheritance to proof components as well. This technique is known
as deliverables (Burstall and McKinna [1993]). Novel type constructor of
object types combines schemes of existential and recursive types. To express
an object value with positive methods a boxed expressions are placed at
positions where objects need to be reconstructed. A boxed expression is a
term of calculus that wraps another term and displays a variable annotation.
Adding a suitable substitution operation for this kind of terms allows to
implement positive methods in an object.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Next section contains
motivation for development of a formal calculus. It reviews object-oriented
concepts that are considered thorough the paper. These all are standard
and very basic ones from the viewpoint of object-oriented programming.
Nevertheless, the aim is to prepare an intuitive informal framework for fur-
ther formal development. Section 3 gives the definition of a formal calculus
of functional objects including type inference rules and a list of important
meta-theoretical properties. In the concluding Section 4 related and further
work is discussed.

2. Object-oriented programs

In this section some motivating examples are presented that helps to describe
the intended form of object data structures formalized later in the calculus.
The developed calculus is rather simple but allows to express a spectrum of
object-oriented notions. For the purpose of simple presentation the syntax
of a notional object-oriented functional programming language is used for
given examples. Roughly characterized, this language mixes the syntax
of pseudo-notations used by Abadi and Cardelli [1996, ch.1], fragment of
OCaml language (Rémy [2002]) and Coq vernacular (Huet et al. [2006]).

2.1 Object Types

Object types represent signatures for object constructions. They either can
only exploit its interface in the form of collection of methods (Example 1), or
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they can be constructed such that also an internal state is advertises (Exam-
ple 2) to public. In the context of the present work, an interface is considered
to be a collection of methods that can only be called. An update operation is
possible through the call of an appropriate method that internally performs
update of the object’s state during the regular evaluation. The difference
between concrete and abstract representation is similar to that between con-
crete and abstract data types (Mitchell and Plotkin [1988]). Tn the present
work an abstract object representation is due to Pierce and Turner [1993],
where existential types are used to hide internal state. In the original work
existential types allows for eliminating recursive types, which is not the case
here as it is to be seen later.

Example 1. (Abstract cell object type) An object type describing
storage-cell objects equipped with two methods named get and set is de-
clared as following:

ObjectType Cell is
method get : int;
method set : int -> Cell;

end;

Example 2. (Concrete cell object type) A variation of storage-cell
object type exploiting an integer field named contents that represents its
representation state is declared in this example.

ObjectType Cell’ is
var contents : int;
method get : int;
method set : int -> Cell’;

end;

In the rest of the paper, the attention is to be paid mainly to abstract
version of object types. Next subsection outlines a form of object values.

2.2 Objects

Object terms consist of implementations of interface and definitions of their
internal structures such that they conform to the given object signature.
Example 3 shows cell structure which representation type is int. Only the
body of set method deserves providing a bit of information here. The con-
struction {< x.contents := n >} expresses that the result of the method
is modified object cell in which contents is updated to a value carried by
variable n. This construction is almost identical to update construction in
language OCaml.

Example 3. An object expression describing a possible implementation of a
storage-cell objects having an integer field named contents, and two methods
named get and set, can have the following declaration:
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object cell : Cell is
val contents : int := 0;
method get : int := this.contents;
method set (n : int) := {< this.contents := n >};

end;

Type checker should be able to infer type annotation for the object such
that cell : Cell. In this simple example it is a trivial task.

2.3 Binary Methods

Representation of binary methods is always tricky part in the settings of
typed programming languages (e.g. Mitchell and Plotkin [1988], Hickey
[1996], Müller [2001], Kopylov [2004]). In many systems it is impossible to
formally define a mechanism for binary method representation that would
work reasonably well mainly because of the presence of inheritance or priv-
ileged access. In the case of type theory this is a significant problem that
often leads to the elimination of binary methods from the system (c.f. Hof-
mann et al. [1998]).
Basically, there are two kinds of problems with binary methods. Firstly,
privilege access to object members can avoid binary method to read inter-
nal structure of the objects. Secondly, the subtyping relation in inherited
objects may be easily broken if attempt to adjust subtyping for binary meth-
ods is made. The present object representation naturally suffers with both
kind of obstacles toward binary method adoption. Moreover it seems that
the calculus works satisfiable for objects only with positives methods, i.e.
methods where object type appears only in the result position. Example
4 demonstrates the case if one tries to include equal function as a binary
method.

Example 4. (Cell with binary method) A cell object type representa-
tion with binary method equal. Method equal contains argument of type
CellEq in a non-positive position that leads to several consequences.

ObjectType CellEq :=
method get : int
method set : int -> CellEq
method equal : CellEq -> bool

end.

One immediate consequence of non-positive methods can be seen on cellEq
object. From type Cell we cannot provide information that contents is a
member of c object.

Definition cellEq : CellEq is
val contents : int := 0
method get : int := this.contents
method set (n : int) := {< this.contents := n >}
method equal(c: Cell) := equal c.contents this.contents

end.
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The extended discussion on problem of binary methods was given by Bruce
et al. [1996]. The possible solutions introduced therein can be with some
effort adopted for the presented language as well. A detailed study of the
issue related to binary methods is left open for further research.

2.4 Classes

The weak form of specifications (e.g. Bertot and Casteran [2004, ch.9])
seems to be a suitable declarative representation for classes. This kind of
specifications takes an object signature and defines additional properties by
means of a predicate on the type of object signature. Basically, it is possible
to either put the specification part inside the object in the style of Hofmann
et al. [1998], or it can stand beside it akin the style used by Luo [1994] for
specifications of abstract data types. Second version of class representation
is considered in this text. Using dependent record types (c.f. Betarte [1998])
the class declaration has the following form:

Sig : Type→ Type
Spec : ObjType(X : Type).Sig(X)→ Prop
Class(Sig, Spec)

∆
=

∑
[str : ObjType(X : Type).Sig(X), ax : Spec(str)]

Construction ObjType(X : Type).Sig(X) denotes an object type with signa-
ture Sig(X) that may contain type variable X representing self type.

Example 5. The following class declaration consists of an object type of
cell objects and accompanied specification component.

ClassType CellClassType :=
ObjectType Type is Cell
ObjectSpec Spec is
forall c : Cell, forall n : int, (x.set n).get = n

end;

Example 6. Class is an implementation of objects accompanied with proofs
that guarantees that this implementation conforms to prescribed specifica-
tion.

Class CellClass is
Object of Cell is
val contents : int := 0
method get : int := x.contents
method set (n : int) := {< x.contents := n >}

Proof is
fun (c : Cell) => fun (n : int) => refl_eq n

end;

Instantiation of object is encoded as operation that extracts the first com-
ponent of the class definition. According to the used syntax, an object
instantiation can be written as following:

cellClassType.objectSig c = cellClass.Object
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2.5 Subtyping and Inheritance

Subtyping relation and subsuming mechanism are the key factors that has
to be considered when implementing inheritance feature in typed languages.
The usual way of defining subtyping relation known for various lambda based
calculi (e.g. Longo et al. [1995],Betarte [1998], Luo [1999], Luo and Soloviev
[1999]) is considered and directly extended to include also object types.

Example 7. Object type ReCell is a subtype of Cell type. The checking
of this relation requires the presence of rules of record type subtyping and
a variation of Sub Self rule as defined by Abadi and Cardelli [1996, p.182].

ObjectType ReCell is
method get : int
method set : int -> ReCell
method restore : unit -> ReCell

end.

For the discussed object representation the usual inheritance relation pro-
vides a mechanism for defining new classes by means of extension mech-
anisms such that proofs of correctness given for superclasses may be uti-
lized in subclasses too. It is known that inheritance is not equivalent to
subtyping (e.g. Leavens [1989], Cook et al. [1990]). To simplify the sit-
uation, it is acceptable to consider that if class A is a subclass of class B
then TypeOf(a) <: TypeOf(b) for all objects a instantiated from class A
and all objects b instantiated from class B, respectively. The usual condition
stating that specification of subclass implies the specification of superclass
∀(b : B), B.spec(b) =⇒ A.spec(b), is intended to ensure that the implemen-
tation of operations in subclass A satisfies the specification of that operations
in superclass B (c.f. Meyer [1997]).

Example 8. Class ReCellClass defines an object that keeps a previous
value and which state can be revert by calling restore method. A specifi-
cation of this class is extended to accompany this new behavior.

ClassType ReCellClassType is
ObjectType type is ReCell;
ObjectSpec spec is
forall (c:ReCell),
CellClassType.Spec(c) /\ forall (n : int), (c.set n).restore = c;

end.

Class definition uses CellClass definition in two ways. Firstly, it takes
the cell object specification and adds restore method and override set
method. Secondly, it reuses proof from the superclass definition and supple-
ment it with a proof term for the second conjunct of ReCellClassType.spec
specification.

Class ReCellClass is
Object of ReCell is CellClass.Object with
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val backup : int := 0;
method set (n:int) := {< this.backup := this.contents;

this.contents := n >}
method restore : ReCell := {< this.contents := this.backup >}

Proof is
fun (c : ReCell) =>
conj (CellClass.Proof c) (fun (n:int) => refl_eq c)

end.

Note that Coq syntax is used in proof component. Declaration conj comes
from Coq standard library (Barras et al. [2006]). The considered language
is expressible enough to allow us to formally check the subclass condition.
In this case it is easy to see that

λ(c : ReCell)(p : ReCellClassType.Spec(c))⇒ first p
∈ ∀(c : ReCell), ReCellClassType.Spec(c) −→ CellClassType.Spec(c)

is a proof that ReCellClass guarantees properties of CellClass.

3. Calculus of functional objects

Common terminology considers functional objects to be non-mutable objects
that means when an object is to be modified it returns the modified object
instead of doing it in place. The more precise name for the calculus presented
in this section would be a calculus of strong normalizing functional objects
as the intention is to develop a typed calculus with consistent internal logic
suitable for specifying and reasoning about programs, which inevitable relies
on strong normalization property.

3.1 Term calcululus

The calculus of functional objects (CFO for short) is quite similar to Cal-
culus of constructions (Coquand and Huet [1988]) and Extended calculus
of construction (Luo [1989]). CFO consists of an underlaying term calculus
and a set of interference rules of judgements. A term of the calculus is an
expression generated by the following grammar.
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A,B, M, N ::= terms
x variable
Prop kind of propositions
Typei kind of constructions (i ∈ ω)

Π(x : A).B product type
λ(x : A).M functional abstraction
(M N) application

[li : Ai∈1..n
i ] record type

[li =M i∈1..n
i ] record

(M#l) field selection

ς(x : A).B object type
ς(x : A,M).N object abstraction
〈M〉x box
M ! object use

Notions of free-variable and variable renaming are defined as usual. Fur-
ther, α-convertible terms are identified. Variable substitution operation,
denoted [N/x]M , works as expected and requires no explanation if binding
in novel kinds of terms is clarified. In object abstraction ς(x : A,M).N
variable x is bound in N but not in M . Variable binding in object type
follows binding pattern of product type and strong sum type. In addition
to variable substitution operation the calculus features box substitution op-
eration, denoted {N/x}M . The novel and interesting rules of variable and
box substitution operations deal with boxed terms and have the following
definition:

{M/x}〈N〉y
∆
=

{ 〈{M/x}N〉y (x 6= y)
[N/x]M (x = y) [M/x]〈N〉y

∆
=

{ 〈[M/x]N〉y (x 6= y)
[M/x]N (x = y)

It can be seen that the meaning of a boxed term is to store a value that is
used for instantiating variables in substituted term when box substitution
operation is processed. The variable substitution rule only eliminates a box
term leaving a content of the box. This rather technical rule is required for
proof of subject reduction property.

3.2 Conversion rules

Computation semantics of the calculus relies on the contraction schemes.
These are given by the following definitions:

(λ(x : A).M) N ; [N/x]M (β)

[li =M i∈1..n
i ]#lj ; Mj (j ∈ 1..n) (π)

ς(x : A,M).N !; [M/x]{ς(x : A, x).N/x}N (γ)
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Reduction (B) and conversion (=) relations are defined with respect to the
βπγ-contraction schemes. These relations are designed such they satisfies
Church-Rosser property.

Proposition 1. (Church-Rosser) Let M1 =M2 then there exists M
such that M1 B M and M2 B M .
Proof. The proof of this property uses modified version of standard
Martin-Lof’s method. (cf. Martin-Löf [1975] or Hindley and Seldin [1987]
for details). 2

Example 9. (Contracting object use) Object use operation is evalu-
ated by γ contraction. Both substitution operations are employed to in order
to disseminate the internal state and recreate objects in positions where nec-
essary.
Let M ≡ [get = x, set = λ(n : int).〈n〉x] in

ς(x : int, 5).M !;γ [5/x]{ς(x : int, x).M/x}M ≡
[5/x][get = x, set = λ(n : int).ς(x : int, n).M ] ≡
[get = 5, set = λ(n : int).ς(x : int, n).M ]

3.3 Type inference rules

Formalization of the type inference system of FCO relies on general notation
of context, judgement, and derivations, which provide basis for understand-
ing the concrete inference rules of the calculus. Type rules assert the validity
of a judgement on the basis of other judgements that are already known to
be valid. Figure 3.1 shows the inference rules of FCO. Subtyping on terms
of the calculus is encoded by subsume rule and cumulative relation. Type
cumulative relation (�) is defined separately by the following rules:

(Sub Prod)
A1 = A2 B1 � B2

Π(x : A1).B1 � Π(x : A2).B2

(Sub Record)
Γ ` A1 � Bi∈1..n

1

Γ ` [li : Ai∈1..n+m
i ] � [li : Bi∈1..n

i ]

(Sub Object)
A1 � A2 B1 � B2

ς(x : A1).B1 � ς(x : A2).B2

Deep investigation of proof-theoretical properties of CFO has to be done.
It may be possible to follow the proofs of these properties given for ECC
and CC as there is a similarity of FCO with these calculi. The interesting
properties are listed bellow.

Proposition 2. (correctness of typing) If Γ ` M ∈ A, then Γ ` A ∈
Typei.

Subject reduction signalizes soundness of the type systems as it gurantees
that the result of a computation preserves the type.
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(Ax)

` Prop ∈ Type0

(T)
Γ ` Prop ∈ Type0 i ∈ ω

Γ ` Typei ∈ Typei+1

(Env Var)
Γ, x : A,Γ′ ` Prop ∈ Type0

Γ, x : A,Γ′ ` x ∈ A

(Env Con)
Γ ` A ∈ Typei x 6∈ FV (Γ), FB(A) = ∅

Γ, x : A ` Prop ∈ Type0
(Subsume)
Γ ` M ∈ A Γ ` A′ ∈ Typei A � A′

Γ ` M ∈ A′

(Type Prod1)
Γ, x : A,` P : Prop

Γ ` Π(x : A).P : Prop

(Type Prod2)
Γ ` A ∈ Typei Γ, x : A,` B : Typej

Γ ` Π(x : A).B : Typemax(i,j)

(Val Fun)
Γ, x : A ` M ∈ B

Γ ` λ(x : A).M : Π(x : A).B

(Val App)
Γ ` M ∈ Π(x : A).B Γ ` N ∈ A

Γ ` M N ∈ [N/x]B

(Type Record)
Γ ` Ai ∈ Typei∈1..n

i

Γ ` [li : Ai∈1..n
i ]

(Val Record)
Γ ` Mi ∈ Ai∈1..n

i

Γ ` [li =M i∈1..n
i ] ∈ [li :M i∈1..n

i ]

(Val Select)
Γ ` M ∈ [li : Ai∈1..n

i ] j ∈ 1..n
Γ ` M#lj ∈ Aj

(Val Use)
Γ ` M ∈ ς(X : Typei).B

Γ ` M ! ∈ [ς(X : Typei).B/X]B

(Type Object)
Γ, x : Typei ` B ∈ Typei

Γ ` ς(x : Typei).B ∈ Typei

(Val Object)
Γ ` A ∈ Typei Γ ` M ∈ A Γ, x : A ` N ∈ [〈A〉x/X]B

Γ ` ς(x : A,M).N ∈ ς(X : Typei+1).B

(Type Box)
Γ, x : A,Γ′ ` A ∈ Typei

Γ, x : A,Γ′ ` 〈A〉x ∈ Typei+1

(Val Box)
Γ, x : A,Γ′ ` M ∈ A

Γ, x : A,Γ′ ` 〈M〉x ∈ 〈A〉x

Fig. 3.1: Type inference rules of FCO
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Proposition 3. (subject reduction) If Γ ` M ∈ A and M B N , then
Γ ` N ∈ A.

A principal time is “the most precise” type that can be assigned to a term.
In particular, for record type it means the type in which none of the fields
was forgotten.

Proposition 4. (existence of principal type) If Γ ` M : A then ex-
ists a principal type A′ of M such that Γ ` M : A′ and for any A′′,Γ ` M :
A′′ holds A′ � A′′.

Contrary to calculi for programming, strong normalization is a key property
that is required in a consistent system of type theory.

Proposition 5. (strong normalization) If Γ ` M ∈ A then M and A
are strongly normalizable.

Decidability of judgement inference procedure guarantees that there is an
algorithm of typecheking for the calculus.

Proposition 6. (decidability) For arbitraryM , A, Γ it is decidable whether
Γ ` M ∈ A.

In particular, proving strong normalization is a key basis to study the con-
sistency of internal logic and related logical issues such as decidability and
character of equality relation.

4. Conclusion

The present paper showed the possible approach to including object data
types into the system of type theory with the aim of preservation of consis-
tency of the internal intuitionistic logic. The idea of this attempt is to have
object data structures as first class citizens in the calculus and to use their
properties for structuring and reuse of specifications and proofs. Work in
progress was presented with the following partial achievements:

◦ Simple object representation based on the new primitive language con-
struct of the underlaying calculus is formalized. The new construct
called boxed terms provides the key mechanism that allows for simple
encoding positive methods.

◦ The object representation is suitable for both strong and weak specifi-
cations. Two styles for weak object specifications have been sugessted.

◦ In comparison to representation by Hofmann et al. [1998] there is no
need of generic methods for manipulating with objects, and also late
binding is naturally provided by the used representation that radically
simplifies the whole representation. On the other side, underlaying
calculus required for this encoding is more complex than the original
ECC calculus.
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It has to be noted that there are unenforced options that one must to choose
from during the design of the calculus. The present work is just a one trace
in the design space that follows the approach taken in related work to show
how to construct a calculus with the primitive notion of object constructions
and object types. The interesting questions might arise when one tries to
take more adventure way and explore other combinations as well.

4.1 Related Work

Although there is a large body of work about semantic foundations of object-
oriented programming and type systems for object-oriented programming
languages the similar idea focusing on the representation of object data
types in type theory is not so extensively developed:

◦ Hickey [1996] introduces a new type constructor, called very dependent
function type, which represents certain form of recursive record type
accompanied with well-foundedness conditions to avoid circularity.

◦ Hofmann et al. [1998] extends the object-model of Pierce and Turner
[1993] with proof component and encodes it in ECC type theory.

◦ Recently, a different approach of synthesizing object calculus in log-
ical framework has been suggested by Liquori and A.Spiwack [2004].
The aim of proposed logical framework combining logically sound first-
order system and object calculus at the different level is to help with
managing and reusing of proofs in logical environment rather than to
develop “object-oriented” type theoretical system.

4.2 Future Work

Besides the open questions stated above there are several tasks that attract
attention for further research:

◦ Justification of claimed properties of the calculus needs to be provided.
It includes to perform classical proof work, but there is also an attempt
to do some proofs formally in Coq. A calculus has been encoded as
Coq theory using higher-order abstract syntax (c.f. Despeyroux et al.
[1995], Honsell et al. [2002]) and several lemmas has been proved for
substitution operations.

◦ The study of models for the presented theory is completely untouched
so far. Set theoretical model of ECC is constructible in framework
of ω-sets. As there is certain similarity to this calculus it is question
whether it is possible to find ω-set model for FCO as well.

◦ Currently, an experimental computer aided tool is being implemented
by the author. Its further development is desirable as it can help to
better grasp the issue of abstract program development in type theory
featuring object-oriented mechanisms. Having such tool is inevitable
for checking large examples and counter examples.
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